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lntroduction

f\. ~llli t iple frame sample
~urvcy IS onc relying upon the joint use of two or
more sample frames. The Statistical Rq>orting Service (SRS) in the U.S
Department of Agriculture uses inuIt iple frame sampling methodology on many
surveys of major importance.
For example, surveys to provide estimates of
livestock inventories, farm labor and wage rates. crop acreages. as well as
expenditure surveys are based on the methodology of muitiple frame sampling.

This p,lper wi 11 discuss reasons for using multiple frame sampling designs.
problems fnvolved in the application of the methodology, estimators used, and
researchunde~~ay
in the Department of Agriculture to i~prove the procedu~es .

. .,..

Before discussing the application of multiple frame sampling, it is prpbably
appropriate to review its development in the USDA. One of the fiTst SRS
multiple frame surveys was I/poultry marketing survey conducted by the Marriand
Statistical Office in 1956.Like other multiple frame surveys conducted'
during this time period, samples were selected from'both frames, hut whenev~r
a uni t sampled from the area frame was also fOWld to be in the 'list frame, 'it
was discarded.
In the early 1960's SRS entered into a cooperative .agre~ment .
with H.O. Hartley at Iowa State University for the original development.'·o.f·
theory for multiple frame sampling.
This led to
Hartley's p~per. .en~itlpd
"Multiple Frame Surveys, which was presented 0 ~he' Minneapolis 'ni~et~ngs of
the American Statistical Association in )962.-67
The signific'~~ r~s~lt o,(:·".~.
this paper was a weighting procedure to combine information colle¢te~£~o~v:~~~
overlapping frames, meaning it would not be necessary'to discard .ny i~~o~ation
to estimate the population total. Subsequent agreements with Iow~ Stat~~in!i.
Texas A & M Universities resulted in an extension of this basic theory. Results
of much of this work are presented in Robert S. coch~,n's Ph.D. thesis,'
"Theory and Applications of to1u1
tiple Frame Surveys. "Since then~ others
have studied design and estimation problems associated with multiple frame
surveys. A paper by Fuller and Burmeister prov!ges an excellent referenc~ for
most of the theoretical work completed to date.Most of the work atte~pts to
i.mprove the estimator provided by Hartley.
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Multiple frame sampling as used by SRS involves the joint use of two frames.
an area frame and a list frame. The area frame is the complete frame or the
100 per cent frame.
Every farm operator via a sampling unit or segment of land
has a chance to be selected from this frame. The frame is generally stratified
by land u~e, beyond 'that the only efficient means to improve sampling precision
is to increase the sample size. This frame is usually the more expensive
to use for obtaining survey data, because the survey must usually be completed
by personal enumeration.
The list frame is a list of names of farm operators.
It may also contain
information by which to stratify and therefore improve the sampling efficiency.
in nt.my survey situations, the use of cheaper mail and telephone data collection
procedures can be used. However. this frame is incomplete and will not provide
information for the entire population.
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Then'fore.
the u"e of mul tlple
frame sampling is applicable
to this situation.
It al10l"'S t:hc maximum use of the list
frame,which
if constructed
properly
will
Ill' considcrably
ITlore efficie~t
than the area frame, yet when in combination
with the complete area frame the abiJ ity to obtain the most efficient
estimates
for the p0[lulation
of jntl'rc'st.
ill ;t rcccnt pappr;/H:lrtl('y
',~:Jted that "Perhaps tho most important
rea~,\)f1 why multJple
frame surveys
have:' not beell used more extensively
in the
past are the operational
prohlems in .thei r implementation."
Hartley
also discusses
some of the problems that occur.
The main purpose of this
paper is to summarize in more detai 1 snme of the problems and a comparison of
u1 [ferent methous used to handle thC'm. A more detailed discussion of these problems will be fouw1 in a paper entitled
"Surveys l'lith Overlapping
Frames- Problems in Application."
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Problems

in Application

~rutliple
frame surveys are subject
to all'operational
problems that plague
single
frame surveys,
however by their
very design,
problems unique to multiple
fr~c
surveys also occur.
These problems arise
from the basic assumptions
involved in multiple
frame sampling:
a.

Every element of the
of the frames.

survey

population

must be included

in at

least

b.

It n~st be possible
to determine
for every.selected
sample unit whether or
not it belongs to any other sample frame, i.e.,
th~'overl~p
between frames
must be determined.

~,

one

,.
/.

The first
assumption
is satisfied
by using the area sa~ling
frame.
The latter~.
assumption
leads to one of the most critical
aspects
of· a multiple
.frame sUrvey~'e
Sometime during the survey process
it is necessary
to determine
for
every sampled unit whether it could have been selected
from another
frame also
being used.
Since the area frame is conceptually
a complete frame. the overlap
hC'twNm the two frames is identified
by determining
whether ev~ry farm operation
found in the area frame sample could also have been selected
from the list
frame.
Prior to the survey it is not known which area frame units are on the
list
and those which arc not on the list.
Therefore.
during the survey it
is necessary to obt3 in sufficient
information
about every farm operator
found in the area frame sample so that it can be linked with a 1ist un it if it
is .i n the 1ist.
The aV:li 1.]b1e thl'ory does not tell
tTI:lde,' it only givL's us alternative

us how this overlap determination
is to be
estimators
to use once the determination

1'; m:ldc.

rhl' Ilecd to determine
the overlap between the sample frames affects
many of the
~l1r\il'Y procedures.
For C'xample, the list
frame contains
names of potential
(,Irlll operator ..•. While the sampling unit is a name, the reporting
unit is all
Ialld tlj'l'ratl,t\ hy t he part leu lar name. The data collection
procedures
must
dl':l'lo1l1ille the .ls ..•ociation
hetween a Ilamc and a unit of land.
The area
f:O,l1lll';:l1I1p1cI!l1it~ arc small .lreas of land called
segments.
Each sample
'-l')..;l\Il'l1tis -;lTC'l'l1l'd for farlll opernt j on5.
1\ sample segment mny conta i n
Illl/otions of .~-S farmin~ opl'ratlons.
The names of the f::Jrm oporator5
associated
Iv i th each p'lrL'l'l of l'lI1d or operation
found inside the segment arc obtained
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during the survey. Here, since the sample unit i~ land, it is necessary
associate u name with each unit of land.

to

In Jll'act
ice, it mu<;t he as<.:.urned f'ha L an arc'! of land can be represented by
a name. Then. in the muit ipl(" frame context, the overlap of land areas represented by both sample frames is identified by matching nam,es associated
with the land. This is probably the most difficult factor involved in a
multiple frame survey. Errors in this determination are not considered in
the estimation phase; thus. they fall into the area of nonsampling en·ors.
The name matching operation can be completed manually or hy a computer method
or record matching as descrihed hy Fcllegi and Sunter. ~
Which ever procedure l~;
used requires certain decision logic about what is a match and what is a nonmatch.
Two terms- to b,~,used .are now defined. The area frame sample (the 100 percent
frame) must be divided into two domains for multiple frame estimation:
a.

Nonoverlap Domain - This domain consists of population units or farms
found via the area frame sample that arc not in the list frame.

b.

Overlap Domain - This domain contains sample units that are ~
also in
the list frame. These farm operations in the area frame sample also had
a chance to be selected from the list frame. To see why the domain determination is required it is necessary to look at the-estimators •

.•

estimator 'using the area frame is: aX = I: aNh aXh where aNh is
h anh
anh
the reciprocal of the probability of selecting a sample unit in the area frame
and Xh is the sample total for a particular stratum. The area frame estimator
can also be written as:

An unbiased

aX = I: aNh
h anh

(aIXh)

=

al X + a2X.

lIere al X'is an estimate of the incomplet~ness of the list frame or the nonoverlap domain of the area frame. The a2X is the area frame estimate of the
population also represented by the list frame (overlap domain).
A multiple frame estimat2r suggested br Hart!ey for t~e case where one of the
frames is complete, is, X = aIR + P a2X + QbX where bX is an estimate of the
ov~rlap domain based on the list frame sample and the weights P and Q are
su~h that P + Q = 1.
A simplier multiple frame estimator is one where P = 0 and Q = 1. Then, no
information from the area overlap domain is utilized.
However, in either
case, it is necessary to divide the area frame into the two domains. Next,
~jome cxampl es illustrating problems that are encountered, di fferont alternati ves
for defining the domains, and the consideration of the problems in the
l'stila..l
tors will he discussed.
Then' :lre h/o factors contributing to the problems with domain determination
determining whether a farm operation found in the area frame is also in
the list frame.
3
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One relates to the ll1:lttcr
of duplication in the list. Several prp(:cd,'·C.'
h:l\re been devised for using cOlilplltcrs
to remove the dupl ication; however,
rll(' problem will continue to exist.
The survey procedures for identi fyir'b
and adjusting survey data when duplication exists in the list frame must
he cun<;idereu in :.I 11I111 liple frame ~;urvey, not only fOT the estimation hut
also for domain determination.

b.

Some larger farming operat ions, ~;uch as partnerships ur corporativns cunta i_n
several individuals that may report for the entire operation.
Thc';c individuals can appear on the list fnllne either singularly or in combination with
other names. This poses a problem in estimation for the list frame. It
also poses a problem in dctermining whether a given operation is overlap
with the list frame or not.
'

The following table illustrates some of the problems encountered
the ovcrlap beF~een the two frames hy matching names.

when identifying

Table I--Examples that occur when determining
list sample frames.

the overlap between the area and

Name(s) associated with land
in area frame segment

Name(s) in list frame that may
represent land in area segment

(1)

James Smith

James E. Smith

(2)

James Smith

James E. Smith·
Jim Smith

(3)

Bill, Bob, Joe, and Sam Jones

Sam Jones
Robert Jones

The first example involves a unit of land operated by only one individual.
A decision is re4uireJ to determine whether the land operated by James
Smith as reported in the area frame sample overlaps land operated by James
E. Smith in the list frame. They may be the same and the interviewer forgot
~o ask for a middle initial during the interview.
This problem can be
resolved by reviewing and comparing the complete address and/or reported
uata in the area frame vs. control data in the list. It may also involve a
reinterview.
The second example still involves an individual operation, but
also involves potential duplication in the list. The same factors considered
above need to be considered.
However, this problem also involves the estimator
which will be discussed shortly.
The last example involves an operation jointly operated by several people
rtw<:;t' ()~f"r:ltions
""r<,s~.,f: ~•..•
mp of" th<:, mOTe l"('J1>lexin~ problems which involve
hot 1':. sl:rvcy procellures and estimators.
There are four names associated with
,I pa n:d of land in an area
frame sample segment. Two of the four names
;II'IH'il r in the list frame.
Docs the parcel of land in the area
4

fr,HIIC overlap
with land operated. by Sam Jones! or with
Rohert .Jones, or with both? Can t·he land be reported twice from the 11 s t
frame? Not only do we have the prohlem of determining overlap between
t he two frames - there is also the possih.ility of duplication
in the 1ist.
In an operational survey, rules must be established so that such problems as
~hovc are handled consistently.
Three alternate rules are compared below an0
will be applied to the third example shown in the table.

Rule 1\
This rule js based on the following

assumptions:

a.

l:ach partner will report for the ent i Tt' operation
all of. his partners.

b.

If ~pre thap one partner appears somewhere
be identified.

c.

Duplication

and correctly

identi fy

in the list frame, he will

in the list will be identified.

Since we assume that each partner will report for· the entire operation, the
parcel of land found in the area frame overlaps the operation represented
by the two names on the list.
However, there remains the problem of duplication
within the list ..
Different procedures are available for ha~dling t~is d~plication in the estimation
One is presented by Gurney and Gonzalez ~ where.the number of times a given
operation is duplicated is not known. Another method has been developed by
Rao ~/ for the case where the number of times an operation can be selected
from the frame is known ..
It will be assumed we can determine the number of times every selected unit
could have been sampled. This is done by matching each name in the list sample
with the remaining names in the list frame. Controls are also built into the
survey questionnaire to aid in the detection of possible duplication.
For
example, each respondent is asked whether he is known by any other name or if
any other na~es are associated with his operation.
Rao's procedure was
developed for the case where there ·is no stratification in the frame. His
estimator for the list frame would be:
bN bXi where bN and bn are the total number of n~mes and number of
bn bAi
selected names respectively from the list frame. ~i is the total number of
times a given unit (farm operation) can be selected from the frame. In
this example bAi = 2.

~ =~

The procedure outlined by Rao can be extended to the case where the duplicated
names in the list frame are in different strata.
,\gain,
we wish
:o;amplc.
The

.1

,{~ follows:
t>Nh
2:
h

I.

i

to estimate the population total (X) for the list frame from
POPUI:ltion value can be obtained by summing over the population
Here, bAhi is the total number of times a bXhi unit can be
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o.,c I ed ed

~urr~ctly
Lltioll

frolllthe list frame. It is assumed the pAhi factor can be determ.inel~
from the sample. The durlicatcJ operation is included in the Li hu

every

time

it is

sel<.'l'tl'J.

ani

The ''';
l j ma tor E i'

1

for the cast'

where the list duplication

occurs

h i
N

in di ffercnt strata can be shown to be llnbi3sed by writing
wherc thi :: 1 if the ith unit is selected, 0 otherwise.

~b~h bNh
h
bnh

bXhi.
f)Ah;

th i

Thcn E (X) :: X hecause the sample is selected ind"yendently within strata
.md each dllplicated operation is given the value' hi no matter how many times
it is sclel.:ted.
The r{'sult· is s,!mply a rule for assigning a portion of the duplicated operation
to each stratum'Trom which it could have been selected.
Here bAhi :: 2 is the
total number of times the operation could have been selected from the entire
list frame. The multiple frame estimator is then obtained by adding the
list estimator bX to the area frame portion, i.e.
X :: alX + P a2X + Q bX' The success of this estimator depends on the ability
to correctly define the domains in the area frame. If the assumption that
each individual will report for the entire partnership does not~hold in
practice, the estimator becomes biased. This occurs because a2X will be estimating
for an operation that is not represented by the list. It also means that the
bAhi weights are incorrect.
A second rule follows.
Rule B
This rule relies on fewer assumptions than Rule A. It only requires that
each individual partner report for the entire operation and correctly identify
all his partners.
Operational procedures differ however and are illustrated:
a.

The total number of partners associated
area frame sample unit are identified.
a Ah'l'

with 'the parcel of land in the
The number is designated by

b.

The number of partners associated with the area frame sample unit and that
are also on the list frame is determined.
This number is bAhi as defined
for procedure A.

c.

A weighting factor is determined for assigning a portion of the operation
to the list frame and a portion to the area frame. The factor to be
applied to the area frame for this unit is I - bJ\i = 1 - 2
aAhi
4"

The factor applied to each of the duplicated list frame sample units is then
I;aAhi :;.!.' The multiple frame estimator then becomes
4
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x

= Ea~h

aNh
anh

(1

-

bAhl ) aXhi + Eb~h bNh
;if
bnh
hi

~hi
'~Ahi

that if hA / aAhl :::I or if bAht
(J for every sample unit the multiple
h
fr;,uJlc
('~·timator is X :::alX ~ bX which is the result when the P + Q weights

Note;

are 0 and t, respectively.
The two rules presented so far both provide
unbiased estimators.
The main differencE' in the rules is in the complexity
of their application.
Although all of the proccdures result in unbiaseu
'.
estimators, the important point is that they may differ in the bias resulting
from the breakdown of the assumptions.
The follow-ing rule relies upon a different
overlap betwee~ the area and list frames.

set of assumptions

for defining

Rule C
We are still referring to problem 3 as illustrated
here arc:

in Table 1.

The assumptions

a.

An individual name or the name of a single person on the list represents
a unique land operation only associated with that name. More specifically,
the name Sam Jones can only represent land operated soley by Sam Jones ..
It cannot represent land operated jointly by himself and others.

b.

If the individual name does not have a unique operation.it. is considered
to be out of business.

When applying

these assumptions

to problem

3. we obtain the following

results: .

d.

The parcel of land in the area frame sample operated by the four people
mentioned does not overlap with a list frame unit. The operation would
be overlap only if a list unit consisted of the four names.

b.

There is no duplication in the list frame since each name will only
report for land unique to itself. Thus, the estimator 'does not rely on
the bAhi factor.

\

Rule C does not rely upon the assumption that every person in a partnership
operation will report for the entire operation.
Instead, it relics on
the as:mmptilH1 tlwt an individual name will only report for individual
datd.
As a rc~;ult, the amount of overlap between the list and area frames
i" d\:crcased by Rule C which then should increase the size of the nonoverlap
domaln. This is especially true as the list frame becomes more and more out
of dJte - meaning that changes in names of operations or changes in partners
will result in fewer matches between the two frames.
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As wa~ stated before, multiple frame estimation requires that the overlap
bet\;"C'en
the~sample' frames be identi fied. In other words, the components
al X nnd aZX must· be accurately determined for 'the multiple frame estimator'
to he valid.

The variance

estimator

Vi\I{ X == Var' al X .• pZVarbX + 2PCOV alXa2X
only measures the variability due to random sampljng.
It gives no measure
of the accuracy of the overlap determination.
The inaccuracy of the overlap
determination falls in the realm of nonsampling errors which are difficult
to measu!.e. Since many of the problem~ associated with overlap determination
also affect procedures for handling duplication in the list, additional
nonsamplirig errors can occur.
"\'*'"
The TIlles illustrated above were used in an operational multiple frame
survey designed to estimate total hogs and pigs on farms. The purpose
was to examine ciifficulties involved when applying each procedure and to
measure the differences in the estimates and sampling errors resulting from
each rule.

The sample for the survey consisted of about 2,200 farming operations from
the area frame sample. Names associated with the 2,200 farming operations
were matched with names on a list containing some 80,000+ potential farm
operators.
Area frame operations with names matching list frame names constituted the overlap domain. The do~in determination was done using each
of the three procedures.
A sample of 1,606 names was
in the survey. Partnership
processed using each of the
based on each procedure was
table.

selected from the .list frame and also included
operations and duplication in the list were
three procedures.
Then a multiple frame estimate
computed.
The results appear in the following

Table 2--Multiple Frame Estimates and S~~pliijg Errors resulting
Rules for defining overlap between sample frames

Ru 1•.'

Mult iple Frame
estimates

Sampling

from three

Error

A

13.2

.5

B

13.4

.5

C

14.1

.6

-----
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Rules

.f\ and B gave sind lar re~mltsJ but then their basic assumptions
are
the same. Rille C differed considerably in the results.
Remember that
the three rules were all applied to' the same sample and that unbiased
estimators were used. The sampling error of the difference between any
two of tho estimates was about .2. This shows that Rule C resulted in a
s.ignificant.ly different estimate from that resulting from Rules A and B.

ahtlut

The larger estimate resulting from Rule C resulted primarily from an
increase in the estimate from the nonoverlap domain. Theoretically,
any increase in the non~verlap domain should be offset by a decrease in
the overlap domain and list frame estimate; however, this did not occur.
This indicates a problem with a key assumption
Rule A

Rule C:

&

B:

•....•....

Every individual in a partnership will'report for the
entire partnership and will correctly i~entify all
other partne~s.
' ..
An individual

will only report for individual

operations.

The procedures can only be compared by evaluating the total er:ror involved,
i.e., sampling error plus nonsampling error. The problem 'is that all three
prvcedures involve some subjectivity.
This involves the accuracy with
which the respondent can define his operation whether it be an in~ividual
or a partnership
operation and can be affected con~iderably by the ques~
tionnaire design.
Since Rules A & B resulted in the lower estimates,:th~.~~s,~ption
that: every
individual in the partnership will report for the' entire·operation.may
not
be met. Rules A & B 'also involve more subjectivity and;comple?Ci~y because
of the necessity of determining Ahi factors for partners' and for duplication.
Rule C is less complex and therefore should be easier to implement in an
operational survey. However. the assumption for Rule C may also be failing;
that is, an individual may report for more than his individual operation.
Research Activities
Thl' primary re'search acti vi ty presently underway involves the different
rules (A. B, and C) and their underlying assumptions as they are used to
dl'terminC' the overlap bl'tween the sampling frames. The operational multiple
framl' surveys current ly heing conducted by SRS rely on either Rules A or
H. The basic assumptions for both are very similar; thus they differ
prilllari
ly In the execut i on. Therefore, the primary research effort underway
.is to contrast Rule C with A & B. The purpose of this res~arch is two
fold:
a)
b)

To determine which procedure (A, B, or C) can be implemented with the
least amount of nonsampling errors
To improve the questionnaire design to make the proper association
between the reporting unit and the sampling unit for the procedure
to be used.
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A brief description

of this resea~ch activity

follows:

a)

Operational surveys are conducted using a "current" questionnaire
and assumptions based on Rule A or B. This acts as the control.
This questionnaire also contains sufficient data to apply the
assumptions based on Rule C.

b)

Ind3pendent samples will be selected and surveyed using a "Test"
questionnaire and the assumptions based on Rule C.

c)

After the initial survey, subsamples will be selected from both
the operational and "test" samples.
Both subsamples will be
!~interviewed to determine if the assumptions were met.

The analysis o~ experiments such as these will answer questions about the
appropriateness·of
the assumptions and the questionnaire design. The use
of independent samples and reinterviewing will be an on going program to
evaluate survey procedures and to provide a quality check.
The SRS research effort also involves the development of more efficient
,
multiple frame estimators.
The estimator currently used is 'essentially that
developed by Hartley in 1962 i.e.
X

=

alX

+

Pa2X + Q bX

Often times the weights are such that p
estimator to

=

0 and Q

=

I which reduces the

~

X = alX + bX. This is based ,on considerable
optimum value of P is near zero ..

analysis which has indicate~

the

However, the primary emphasis in the research concerning estimators involves
a variation of the Hartley and the Fuller-Burmeister
estimators !hat utilizes
the stratification in the list frame. The list frame estimator bX is the
resu1 t obtained from a stratified sampling design. The overlap domain from
the area frame can be further divided into as many sub domains as there are
strata in the list frame.
TIlen one possible
~

X = a 1X

k
+ L

estimator

is

(Ph a2~h + Qh }j(h).

Preliminary

analysis has shown that the opti~um

h

Ph and Qh weights differ considerably between strata and also differently
from the overall P & Q values. The preliminary analysis also indicates
this estimator may show considerable gains over that based on an overall
p ~; l~ weight ing scheme. An interesting consequence is that the 'optimum P
v;lluc may ht' near 1.() for the small size group stt'ata. Therrfore, this
ana ly~ i s wi 11 be accompan i ed by an in depth cost analysis and development of
cost functions to determine the optimum Ph and Qh as well as the optimum
iumple allocation hetw~en the frames.
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last, but certainly not least is the research effort to develop record
Iinkage procedures to handle the problems of within list duplication as well
as the name match procedure to identify the overlap between sample frames.
This includes the development of models to estimate the likelihood of
matches vs. nonmatches.
Hopefully then, these likelihoods can be implemented
into the estimators and their variances.
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